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Englishcombe Lane Supported Living
Housing for people with Learning Disabilities & Autism

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you And thank you to Housing LIN for giving us this opportunity to present today Good Afternoon everyone



At Arcadis, our purpose is improving quality of life. We do this by creating livable places where people and communities can 
thrive. We enhance mobility, so that we can sustainably move in and between our cities. And we work to protect the environment 
and natural resources for future generations. We focus on finding innovative and lasting solutions to the world’s biggest 
challenges.

We deliver sustainable design, engineering, and consultancy services for natural and built assets.

Our 36,000 architects, data analysts, designers, engineers, project planners, water management and sustainability experts help 
create and manage places where people can live, work, and thrive. We work across every phase of asset creation and 
management for projects all around the world.

About us

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m Raymond - I’m an associate at ARCADIS  And we are a multi-disciplinary company and I’m part of our Architecture and Urbanism side of the business. And with ARCADIS we have a team that do a lot of design for neurodiversity in terms of buildings, external landscape and interiors…  So this afternoon I'm going to give a very very quick tour (cause I only have 10mins) of one our current schemes Englishcombe Lane a Supported Living Scheme – for people with learning disabilities and/or autism.



The Council owns a greenfield site in Bath which has a Local Plan allocation for housing but despite previous attempts has so far not come forward for development due to 
the complexity of the site. Due to it having been left unused for such a long period, the ecology on the site had developed and this added to the challenge represented by 
the steep contours of the site and its ground conditions.

In appraising options, the Council analysed various client groups to assess unmet need against what the site constraints could deliver and concluded that a specialist 
supported housing scheme consisting of 16 homes aimed at meeting the needs of adults with learning disabilities and or Autism, was the best fit.  This was mainly because 
there is such a shortage of suitable accommodation that many clients have to be placed out of District but in addition, a client group who often benefit from a calm and 
peaceful environment was seen as a good match to a site which requires a light-touch nature-rich development.

The central aspiration of the development is to improve people’s lives by providing homes which are carefully designed for neurodiverse people, therefore aiming to 
eliminate as many adverse situational stimuli as possible and enable people to reach their potential.

The Council appointed Arcadis to progress scheme design and prepare a planning application and worked together to draw in the experience and advice of teams who work 
closely with the intended client group to ensure that lived experience was included as a factor influencing design as well as professional design expertise and national 
guidance.

The homes will be 100% affordable tenure and will be net zero in use.  

To make the scheme viable, the Council intends to draw together its own capital subsidy, seek affordable homes funding from Homes England and capitalise savings to the 
social care budget derived by accommodating people in low cost housing and by commissioning care directly.

The planning application is currently under consideration and the Council feels very positive about the schemes potential.

Nick Plumley, Housing Enabling & Development Manager, Bath & North East Somerset
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Brief and Client Statement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a statement from Bath & North East somerset that was provided for today – To give an overview to the brief and background from the councils perspective.I’m not give to read it all now… Most of it will be covered during the presentation….At the end of last year we were appointed for Architecture and various other services by Bath & North East Somerset to design a new community of 16 bungalows and associated facilities Including a communal hub and staff accommodation.The Arcadis team where chosen by the Council to lead the scheme design and planning application. Which is currently be considered. To complement our professional expertise and the standards we would normally follow,  the design process was a collaboration with experts closely connected to the client group…. This was to ensure that real-life experiences influenced the design.



Site Location
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The site is a Council owned greenfield site which is approximately 2 miles from the centre of Bath Situated within the southern side of the Bath UNESCO World Heritage Site and within a Conservation Area The site had previously been allocated for housing as part of Baths Local Plan. However, previous attempts to develop the site were unsuccessful due to the sites complexes. – Which I’ll come on to shortly.
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Local Context
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After further appraisal and the growing need for specialized supported housing, this site was considered the perfect location for this new community. The site – approximately 1.4 hectares is sited to the rear of a number of detached and semi-detached houses. And forms part of a mature residential neighbourhood with good connections to amenities nearby and easy access to Bath City Centre.  The architectural character along Englishcombe Lane – typical to Bath, the houses consists of a mixture of Traditional Bath Limestone, and buff brick. Another common feature are the stone front garden walls, that defines the street edge and accommodates the level changes.



Site Constraints & Opportunities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The main complexities of the site that had previously hindered development. Was -  The steep topography with an almost 15m differenceThe existing watercourse that running through the centre of the site.And the mud slip areas.The site does possess a number of characteristics which suit people with special needs.  It is uniquely secluded One point of entry – which helps to make it safe and secure Plus it has benefits of its natural assaests Plus those Amazing view across to bath. 



Site Photo
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A couple of photos of the existing site – not taken on the sunnest of days but what this shows is the level change across the site and of course the views.



Place-Making Concept
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Communal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The concept centres around 2 clusters of accommodation arrange around courtyards and they are facilitated by  Access Road which leads to Approach Road and Parking are to cluster 1 Access Lane running the most level part of the site Further parking for Cluster 2 and a drop off to the communal hub There 2 Courtyards are linked across the watercourse with a Deck Natural Landscape Edges And a Forest Garden down the center following the water course
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Landscape Masterplan
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the developed landscape master plan….. With the two landscaped coutyards - Linked by clear site linesAnd at the heart of site (where number 3 is) the new community hub and water feature.
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Site Strategy

Courtyard Garden Single Story 
Unit

Split level 
Unit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With the challenges of the sloping site our strategy was to utilise the slope to one to reduce the visual impact but also to create level access within the courtyards.



Design items to Consider (PAS 6463)
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• Layout

• Wayfinding

• Familiarity

• Clarity

• Safety

• Lighting

• Décor

• Flooring

• Acoustics

• Odour

• Outlook

• And other sensory design considerations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we take a look at the buildings themselves. I just wanted to highlight of some of the design consideration we would look at when designing for neuro-diversity. And this would apply to all area….. landscape, building and interiors.  I’m not going to go though them now, they all could have there own presentation.



Design Approach: Accommodation Layout
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The following concept sketches show our approach to the layout of the Accomodation - based on the principles listed on the slide before and our extensive experience in neuro-diversity… and lessons learnt The design needs to be flexible and have the adaptability for a variety of user requirements. The main living spaces are arranged around the perimeter to allow for maximum natural daylight. But this also allows space for a central circulation route at the heart of the plan, allowing the resident to move around freely. – useful for de-escalation of behaviour. The corners to walls are rounded for resident’s safety as they circulate this. Also all the main room have 2 means of egress for safety of carers.  The openness of the plan allows for efficient surveillance by staff when required.  But also can be closed off by a series of sliding doors - providing privacy at night, or during other more private activities…..  And the ability to close off various spaces can create a sense of safety to the residents
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The orientation and quality of light is obviously important.  Where possible the main living space is dual aspect, allowing the flexibility to utilise the sun and light at different times of the day. External sheltered seating areas are provided at the front and rear of the dwelling, to encourage and facilitate social interaction The design provides for a front and back garden, for possible growing space for and bring nature to the doorstep.  



Site Plan
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 1 bed single storey dwelling are located at the lowed part of the site (show in the light blue)With the 2 bed split level units to the north, If you remember for the section they are the units cut into the ground.



1 Bed Unit - Single Level - Cat 3 / 2 - 65-70m²
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the final plan of the 1 Bed unit based on those design principles   The dual aspect living space The access points  The central circulation  - around a generous central storage space The Sliding doors that slide back out of the way to create that unhindered circulation – but can be close off for control and privacy The Rounded corners  The 2 means of escape to each room The sheltered external space and seating The size of dwells are generously sized to allow for two carers to assist . All the rooms are wheelchair accessible and can be retrofit for bariatric care with the Primary Bedroom and Bathroom being designed to Cat 3 standards.
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1 Bed - Single Story Bungalow
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Contextual Inspiration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Bungalows have been designed with a sensitivity to the traditional bath vernacular.Inspired by the amazing views of bath - with the layering of architecture and landscape.



2 Bed Unit - Split Level
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2 Bed Unit - Split Level - Cat 3 / 2 - 95-100m²
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the 2 bed split level dwelling which is set partly into the ground. Almost identitical to the one bed with the primary space for the resident on the lower level.The upper level has accommodation for a career on the upper level. Providing the staff with their own private access, office space and over night facilities…… Which can make it an attractive offer for council for employment.



3 Bed Unit - Single Level - Cat 3 / 2 - 140-145m²
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is also 3 bed dwellings - again based around the same design principles of the one and two This allows for say siblings or fiends to live together, with a carers office and over night accomodation
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2 Bed – Split Level Bungalow
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A final rendering of the split level.
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Communal Hub

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Communal Hub – that sits at the heart of this new communityBased around a flexible, multi-purpose space, the idea is this will encourage residents to come out of their homes and and take part in fun social activities. Or to simply as a meeting space café style where the doors can be opened up to the landscape, have  a barbeque, and just sit out on the covered deck and enjoy the landscape.



Community Hub
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Arcadis Services for Project
• Project Management
• Architecture
• Landscape
• Visual Impact
• Ecology
• MEP
• Structural
• Civil Engineering & Drainage
• Transport
• Planning
• Transport
• Refuse
• Social Engagement
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Thank you!

Any question please contact us:

raymond.parr@arcadis.com

07399 200220
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Thank you And thank you to Housing LIN for giving us this opportunity to present today Good Afternoon everyone

mailto:raymond.parr@arcadis.com
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